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COMING IN MARCH
ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH
Good Husband of Zebra Drive
Hb 224pp $29.95
Here it is - #8 in the No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency
series. Due Mar
Precious Ramotswe, the ample and good-natured
owner of the No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency, is
experiencing staffing difficulties. Her relationship with
her assistant, Mma Makutsi, is strained. But the work
of the agency must continue. Mr J L B Matekoni
becomes involved in the agency’s work when he
investigates an errant husband. But can a man
investigate such matters as competently as one of
the ladies? Mma Ramotswe has her doubts. One
thing, though, that she does not doubt is the good
nature of Mr J L B Matekoni, who stands for all that is
solid and true in a shifting world.
The 7th in the series, Blue Shoes and Happiness,
comes out in paperback in February ($22.95). The
earlier titles in the series are: #1 The No.1 Ladies’
Detective Agency, #2 Tears of the Giraffe, #3
Morality for Beautiful Girls, #4 The Kalahari
Typing School for Men, #5 The Full Cupboard of
Life, #6 In the Company of Cheerful Ladies (all Pb
$22.95).
If you’ve not had the pleasure of reading any of this
series, I urge you to make 2007 the year to take up
the adventures of Precious Ramotswe. The stories
are absolutely delightful and I’m sure you won’t be
disappointed!
-

Peter

Modern Crime
Lynn ABERCROMBIE
Blind Fear
384pp Pb $16.95
Cold Case Thriller. Detective
Mechelle Deakes of the Atlanta
Police Department Cold Case
Unit wakes up to discover she is blind.
Worse, once she stumbles out of bed, she
realises she is not in her own room... His
partner missing, Lt Hank Gooch looks
into her most recent investigation, a case
involving a young blind woman who
came in to report an old, unsolved
murder. Her evidence – a tape recording
of a voice she got off the radio... Mechelle
has the unmistakable feeling that
someone is in the house with her someone she can hear breathing and
moving, but won’t speak a word to her.
Somehow she must find a way to make a
connection with her captor, if she expects
to get out of the house alive. (American)
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Donna ANDERS
Death Waits for You
384pp Pb $18.95
When aspiring novelist Savannah Blum is
asked to write the history of the
Hawthornes, a prominent New York
family, it’s a dream come true. But as her
research exposes secrets that go back
generations, a mysterious figure shadows
her every move - following, watching and
waiting to strike. (American) Due Feb
Michael ASHLEY (Ed)
The Mammoth Book of Perfect
Crimes and Impossible Mysteries
512pp Pb $24.95
The delight in these
stories is unravelling
the puzzle and trying
to work out what
happened.
Stories
include a man alone
in an all-glass phone
booth, visible on
CCTV... killed by an
ice pick; a man sitting
alone in a room shot
by a bullet that was fired only once...over
200 years ago; and a man entering a cablecar carriage alone and visible the entire
journey... found dead when he reaches
the bottom. This anthology includes
several new stories not previously
published, plus a range of extremely rare
stories, many not reprinted since their
first appearance. (English)
Lori AVOCATO
Nip Tuck Dead
304pp Pb $16.95
Pauline Sokol #5. Ex-nurse-turnedinsurance fraud investigator Pauline
Sokol is willing to risk anything to put a
bad doc out of business, even her best
friend Goldie’s near-perfect proboscis!
And if she’s not careful, she’ll be the next
one who goes under the knife. (American)
Donna BALL
Rapid Fire
240pp Pb $16.95
Raine Stockton Dog Mystery #2. What
with her kennel business and her part-time
job with the forest service, Raine Stockton
is having a hectic summer. Then the FBI
drop in to see her about her old flame
Andy Fontana, who disappeared from her
life when he was connected with an act of
sabotage that left several people dead.
Now he’s an eco-terrorist on the Ten Most
Wanted list and the feds think Raine can
help them reel him in. (American)
Jefferson BASS
Carved in Bone 343pp Pb $18.95
There is a patch of ground in
Tennessee dedicated to the science of
death, where human remains lie exposed
to be studied for their secrets. The real-life
scientist who founded the Body Farm,
broke cold cases and revolutionised
forensics now spins an astonishing tale
inspired by his own experiences.
(American)
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M C BEATON
Death of a Dreamer
288pp Pb $16.95
Hamish Macbeth Mystery. Hamish is on the
trail of a killer with a penchant for poison
in this novel of murder in the Scottish
Highlands. When Effie Garrand is found
poisoned by hemlock, it’s up to him to
find her killer before more nightmares
unfold. (American)
Steve BERRY
The Alexandria Link
384pp Tp $32.95
Cotton Malone #2. A heart-stopping
adventure that places Malone and his
family in grave peril and puts him faceto-face with a baffling truth long ago
pulled from the shelves of the legendary
Library of Alexandria. Malone’s son is
kidnapped and his bookshop attacked, all
because he’s the only man alive who
knows the whereabouts of the Alexandria
link, the conduit for locating the missing
library. (American) Due Feb
Jonathan BLAINE
Unwound
320pp Pb $18.95
There, on the edge of the crowd, he
always sees her. She not only looks like
Angel, she embodies the desperate
creature he created. Everywhere Peter
goes, she goes, obsessed with everything
about him. What could she possibly
want? Soon, curiosity will get the best of
him. So will the girl with the haunted
eyes. Because what she’s really after is
something that will explode Peter’s
world. (American)
Victoria BLAKE
Skin and Blister 320pp Tp $32.95
When a student is found dead in his
rooms at St Barnabas College, Oxford, it
looks nothing more than an unfortunate
suicide. A week later, when Sam
Falconer’s brother disappears, Sam
begins to see a disturbing connection
between the events. Sam begins desperately trying to trace her brother’s last
movements, and behind it all is the nagging fear it could be connected to her
father and the murders he committed in
Northern Ireland in the 70s. As the trail
leads from Oxford to Iraq and back to the
troubles in Ireland, Sam learns just how
strong blood ties can be. (English) Due Feb
James BORN
Escape Clause
336pp Pb $18.95
Florida Department of Law Enforcement
agent Bill Tasker’s boss sends him to
investigate an inmate homicide at
Manatee Correctional Prison where, it
turns out, a whole lot is going on. The
psych ward misplaces mental patients,
the prison inspector carries a number of
secrets, and something very bad is about
to happen. (American) Due Mar

BLURB
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Sam BOURNE
The Righteous Men
576pp Pb $20.00
A high-concept serial killer thriller
combined with religious conspiracy
theory. There is a series of killings in every
corner of the globe, from the crowded
slums of India to the pristine beaches of
Cape Town. There can’t possibly be a
connection, can there? That’s the hunch of
Will Monroe, a British-born reporter for
The New York Times. Then his beautiful
wife Beth is kidnapped. (English) Due Feb
Rhys BOWEN
Oh Danny Boy 336pp Pb $16.95
Molly Murphy Mystery #5. While
Irish
immigrant
Molly
Murphy
contemplates giving up PI work in New
York to move west, she is determined to
avoid the handsome but deceiving NYPD
captain Daniel Sullivan. That is, until
Daniel is accused of accepting bribes and
lands himself in the Tombs, the notorious
city jail. When Daniel asks Molly to help
prove he was framed, she finds herself
drawn into the case and to the case of a
serial killer who has already murdered
five prostitutes. (American) Due Mar
Rita Mae BROWN
Sour Puss
272pp Pb $16.95
Mrs Murphy Mystery. In this latest
whodunit, Rita Mae Brown and her feline
partner-in-crime-detection, Sneaky Pie
Brown, return to the scene of their
bestselling crimes - picturesque Crozet,
Virginia. Love is in the air as spring comes
to the small town, but no sooner has Mary
Minor “Harry” Haristeen remarried than
she is rudely interrupted-by murder. And
no sooner does the trouble start than
curious cats Mrs Murphy and Pewter,
along with corgi Tee Tucker, sink their
claws into the case... But how can they
show the humans what they’ve learned?
And how can they - or anyone - stop the
killing? (American) Due Mar
Ken BRUEN
The Dramatist
256pp Tp $29.00
Seems impossible, but Jack Taylor is
sober - off booze, pills, powder and nearly
off cigarettes. But his dealer is in jail,
which leaves Jack without a source. When
that dealer calls him to Dublin and asks a
favour in the soiled, sordid visiting room
of Mountjoy Prison, Jack wants to tell him
to take a flying leap. But he can’t, because
the man’s sister is dead and the guards
have called it “death by misadventure”.
But he says that can’t be true and begs
Jack to have a look around and see what
he can find. Jack has a bad feeling
growing in his gut, but agrees to the
favour, though he can’t possibly know
the shocking, deadly consequences to
which this simple request will lead. But
Jack will understand sooner than he
knows, in this dark, lethal, fast and
furious novel from the new master of
crime fiction. (Irish) Due Mar

Jonathan BUCKLEY
So He Takes the Dog
336pp Tp $33.00
Buckley, in his best novel yet, unpicks the
emotional subtleties, fears, prejudices and
desires of the inhabitants of a town
somewhere on the south coast of England
in the aftermath of a brutal murder. A
dog, out for a walk on the beach, returns
to its owner with a human hand in its
mouth. The hand belongs to Henry, the
homeless eccentric who has wandered the
south-west for the last 30 years, most
recently living rough in the town. The
local policeman and his accomplice, in
piecing together his movements prior to
his death, talking to those who knew and
watched him, uncover an extraordinary
life. But their investigations tellingly shed
light on the town itself. The story of
Henry and those who tell it begins to
affect the narrator-policeman’s own life in
ways he never expected. (British)
Richard BURKE
Redemption
352pp Pb $19.95
Matthew’s
wife
Charlotte
is
kidnapped. There are no demands made
for her release, just a threat that if he calls
the police, she will lose the baby she is
carrying, then Matthew will lose her.
Matthew is paralysed, haunted by the
gloating phone calls of her captor. A
prison governor, he obviously feels the
abduction is related to his job. Unable to
talk to anyone in authority, he resorts to
the only help he can find - Monk, an exprisoner who appears to have gone
straight since his release, but still has
underworld contacts. (English) Due Feb
Dana CAMERON et al
Sugarplums and Scandal
336pp Pb $17.00
This brings together the best of romance
and mystery in one delightful collection
of Christmas tales. In the expert hands of
six of the genre’s best storytellers, each
author brings their own voice and
characters to the collection. (American)
Due Feb
Massimo CARLOTTO
The Master of Knots
192pp Pb $19.95
Alligator #2. Alligator - former blues
singer, ex-convict, now private detective finds himself pulled into a dark,
unsettling case that uncovers an Italy
known to very few. When Helena Giraldi
is abducted, her husband approaches
Alligator and his friends for help. Helena
and Mariano lead a secret double life
involving Italy’s clandestine S&M scene.
But Mariano seems more worried about
his job and reputation than about seeing
his wife again. As Alligator begins to
investigate, he uncovers a secretive and
dangerous world in which brutality,
duplicity and passion go hand in hand.
(Italian) Due Feb
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Avon CASEY
The Chick and the Dead
336pp Pb $16.95
Pepper had a comfortable lifestyle until
her doctor father was sent away to prison
for Medicare fraud. Needing to pay bills,
she took a job as a tour guide at the
Garden View Cemetery. While leading a
tour, she tripped and hit her head on the
marble steps of a mausoleum. Now she
can see and talk with the dead as she did
with Mafia Gus, whose murder she
solved. Now she sees the ghost of Didi
Bowman, who died in the 1950s and
claims she wrote a bestseller that her
sister took credit for authoring. Didi
wants Pepper to prove that she wrote the
book so her grand-daughter in foster care
will get the royalties and have a chance
for a good life. But Pepper doesn’t realise
that a killer is watching her every move...
(American) Due Mar
Kate CHARLES
Evil Intent
313pp Pb 32.95
Life in the
clergy is quiet,
respectful,
peaceful, or so
Callie
Anson
believes when she
begins her new job
as curate at All
Saints’ Church in
Paddington. Little
does she realize
how wrong she
could be. When Father Adimola is found
strangled to death and Callie’s friend,
Frances, is suspected of the crime, Callie
must call upon her faith to steer her
through the troubling and violent times
and help prove her friend’s innocence.
And it’s not long before the ecclesiastical
façade is chipped away to reveal the ugly
truth of hidden secrets. (English) Due Feb
Laura CHILDS
Blood Orange Brewing
304pp Pb $16.95
Tea Shop Mystery #7. Social darling
Delaine Dish is throwing a lavish
Candlelight Concert to raise funds to
restore a run- down Victorian home - and
Theodosia Browning is more than happy
to help out with tea and tasty treats from
the Indigo Tea Shop. Unfortunately, the
unveiling of Theo’s opulent spread
proves to be far from grand after retired
CEO and beloved politico Duke Wilkes
falls to the floor with a jagged piece of
metal protruding from his neck. When
the Widow Wilkes begs Theo to apply her
sleuthing skills, she can’t refuse. But her
investigation opens up a simmering pot
of shady politics and personal payback,
and Theo soon finds herself in a situation
stickier than any jam she’s ever served.
(American) Due Mar
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Barbara COLLEY
Married to the Mop
288pp Pb $16.95
Charlotte LaRue #4. As owner of Maid for a
Day, Charlotte LaRue is cleaning up New
Orleans house by house. When it comes
to hired help, she’s the best there is especially if murder runs in the family as Charlotte answers a desperate plea the
weekend before Mardi Gras. (American)
Kate COLLINS
Acts of Violets
320pp Pb $16.95
Flower Shop Mystery #5. During the
annual Pickle Fest, Abby’s boyfriend
Marco inexplicably disappears for a day.
When he returns, he’s the main suspect in
the death of a clown. It seems the cops
have found Snuggles pushing up waterspurting daisies - and Marco was the last
person seen leaving Snuggles’s house.
Although Marco is still a mystery to her,
Abby knows he’s innocent. Now she has
to find a way to prove it. (American)
Vena CORK
Green Eye
352pp Tp $32.95
Rosa Thorn is in Cambridge filming
for the BBC, but there is tension in
Billings College, where she is staying.
Bizarre and frightening things are happening every day. Then a body is found
on the night of Billings College May Ball
and what follows is an incredible and
shocking series of episodes that reveal the
dark heart beneath the genteel facade of
prosperous middle England. (English)
Due Feb
Catherine COULTER
Point Blank
432pp Pb $18.95
FBI agents Lacey Sherlock and Dillon
Savich face the most dangerous case of
their careers in Catherine Coulter’s
explosive new thriller. (American)
Patrick DAVIS
Deception Plan 416pp Pb $18.95
US Colonel Ed Coffin is sent to South
Korea, the land of his birth, to lead the
most important and grim investigation of
his career: a secret U2 spy plane has
crashed under highly suspicious
circumstances. (American)
Jeffery DEAVER
The Cold Moon
656pp Pb $19.95
Lincoln Rhyme #7. It’s
the night of the full Cold
Moon. A young man is
found dead in lower
Manhattan, the first in a
series of victims of a
man calling himself the
Watchmaker.
The
killer’s obsession with
time drives him to plan
the murders with the precision of fine
timepieces. The victims die prolonged
deaths while an eerie clock ticks away
their last minutes on earth. Lincoln Rhyme
and the rest of the crew are assigned the
case. (American) Due Feb
CRIME CHRONICLE

David DICKINSON
Death Called to the Bar
288pp Pb $19.95
Lord Francis Powerscourt
#5. Lord Powerscourt is
summoned to discreetly
investigate the matter
of murdered barristers.
His inquiries take him
into the heart of legal
London, where the
wills of the dead can
reveal the crimes of the
living. It takes him to the heart of a
troubled marriage, where lack of children
imperils everything. And it takes him to
Calne, a mysterious house in the country
where the glorious past is boarded up
and the treasures of generations hide
beneath the dustsheets. (English) Due Feb
Deborah DONNELLY
Bride and Doom
304pp Pb $16.95
If anyone can make a bride happy, it’s
wedding planner Carnegie Kincaid.
There’s only one problem - this time she’s
the planner and the bride. With baseball,
bimbos and one explosive secret
threatening her safety, this wedding
planner needs a new plan, or the bride
could be next to die. (American)
Robert DUGONI
The Jury Master
496pp Pb $18.95
David Sloane is the best ‘wrongful death’
attorney in San Francisco. He is a lawyer
who can make juries do anything, but he
is plagued by a nightmare of a childhood
that he cannot consciously remember.
When he receives a package from a White
House confidant, who then turns up dead
by apparent suicide, the contents reveal a
history he never could have imagined.
(American)
Carola DUNN
Fall of a Philanderer
352pp Pb $16.95
Daisy Dalrymple #14. Daisy Dalrymple
Fletcher’s long-awaited seaside vacation
with her husband, Detective Chief
Inspector Alex Fletcher, is interrupted by
the discovery of the broken body of the
philandering local innkeeper. (English)
Barry EISLER
Choke Point
(US title: Rain Storm, 2004)
480pp Pb $19.95
John Rain #3. Government assassin John
Rain is a man trying to leave his violent
past behind. The CIA, however, persuade
him to take on a high-risk assignment to
terminate a man who deserves to die. But
before he can even get close, Rain will
have to draw on his formidable talents
just to survive. He’s not the only killer
closing in on the target. And the entire
mission could be a cover for an elaborate
setup. (American)
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Kate ELLIS
The Bone Garden (2001)
320pp Pb $19.95
Wesley Peterson #5. The ancient gardens of
Earlsacre Hall are being excavated, but
the dig is called to a halt when two bodies
are discovered under a stone plinth. Over
300 years old, there is every indication
that one of the corpses had been buried
alive. But DS Wesley Peterson has little
time to indulge in his hobby for
archaeology for he has a rather more
recent murder case to solve. (English) Due
Feb
Kate ELLIS
The Marriage Hearse
320pp Pb $19.95
Wesley Peterson #10. When Kirsten
Harbourn is found strangled and naked
on her wedding day, DI Wesley Peterson
makes some alarming discoveries.
Kirsten was being pursued by an
obsessed stalker and she had dark secrets
her doting fiancé knew nothing about.
But Kirsten’s wasn’t the only wedding
planned to take place that July day in
South Devon. A few days later, a
bridegroom is found dead in a seedy
seaside hotel. (English)
Janet EVANOVICH
Plum Lovin’ 208pp Pb $19.95
A Stephanie Plum ‘Between the
Numbers’ Novel. Annie Hart is a
‘relationship expert’ who is wanted for
armed robbery and assault with a deadly
weapon. Stephanie Plum needs to find
her, fast. Diesel knows where she is. So
they make a deal: he will help her get
Annie, if Stephanie plays matchmaker to
several of Annie’s most difficult clients.
But someone wants to find Annie even
more than Diesel and Stephanie.
Someone with a nasty temper and
‘unmentionable’ skills. (American) Due
Feb
Liz EVANS
Cue the Easter Bunny
336pp Pb $19.95
Grace Smith #6. Easter
is approaching, the
weather is surprisingly mild and Vetch’s
Investigations
is
buzzing with clients
which is making Grace
Smith feel particularly
depressed
because
she’s the only one
without a client in
sight. The situation
has become so desperate that Grace has
taken a job with the town Tourist Board,
dressed as the Easter Bunny. So when a
woman named Della comes calling and
informs Grace that her son is receiving
threatening letters and she wants someone to trace the sender, Grace accepts
with alacrity. She lives - only just - to
regret it most bitterly. (English) Due Feb
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Jon EVANS
Invisible Armies 384pp Pb $19.95
Danielle Leaf thought she was
performing an innocent errand. Then she
was kidnapped and imprisoned, a victim
of the ongoing war between anticorporate activists and the Kishkinda
titanium mine that poisons thousands of
poverty-stricken farmers in rural India.
Her daring escape is only the beginning...
(Canadian) Due Feb
Nancy FAIRBANKS
French Fried 304pp Pb $16.95
Culinary Mystery with Recipes #10.
Carolyn Blue and her husband Jason are
in Paris for his lecture tour and she plans
to enjoy the city’s culinary delights. But
delight turns deadly when a poisonous
recipe appears on the local menus.
(American)
Joy FIELDING
Mad River Road 512pp Pb $22.95
After spending a
year in prison, Ralph
Fisher has plans for
his first night of freedom: tonight, someone will be held
accountable. He goes
to murderous lengths
to obtain the address
of his former wife,
the
woman
he
blames for his fate
and against whom he
has sworn vengeance. His next step is to
travel from Florida’s sandy beaches to
Dayton, Ohio, where his ex-wife is struggling to make ends meet on Mad River
Road. (American)
Gillian FLYNN
Sharp Objects
272pp Tp $32.95
When two girls, aged 9 and 10, are
abducted and killed in Wind Gap,
Missouri, Camille Preaker is sent back to
her home town to investigate and report
on the crimes. Self-described “white trash
from old money”, Camille is the daughter
of one of the richest families in town.
Long-haunted by a childhood tragedy
and estranged from her mother for years,
she suddenly finds herself installed again
in her family’s Victorian mansion,
reacquainting herself with her distant
mother and the half-sister she barely
knows, a precocious 13-year-old who
holds a disquieting grip on the town and
surrounds herself with a group of
vampish girls. As Camille struggles to
remain detached from the evidence, her
relationship
with
her
neurotic,
hypochondriac mother threatens to
topple her hard-won mental stability.
Working alongside the police chief and a
special agent from out of town, she tries
to uncover the mystery of who killed
these little girls and why. (American)

Paul FOSTER
Discordant Vices
413pp Pb $22.95
Set in Australia, this violent and
disturbing crime story deals with rape,
murder, corruption and the underworld.
It tells the story of Fred Jenkins, a
psychopath who believes he has been
having sex with his mother since he was
12. She is now in hospital dying of cancer,
and his guilt and self-loathing, combined
with his inability to attract a girlfriend, set
him on a quest to exact revenge on the
women he believes have slighted him.
The graphic accounts of torture and
violence make this a novel that will
appeal to fans of violent crime stories.
(Australian)
Nicci FRENCH
Losing You
320pp Pb $19.95
Nina Landry is supposed to be taking
her two children on a Christmas holiday,
but the road away from Sandling Island
seems littered with obstacles. Most
pressing of all, her 15-year-old daughter
Charlie has yet to return from a night out.
Minute by minute, Nina’s unease builds
to worry, then panic. Has Charlie run
away? Or has something more sinister
happened? And why won’t nobody take
her disappearance seriously? (American)
Due Feb
Stephen FREY
The Power Broker
416pp Pb $18.95
Exposing high-level governmental corruption, conspiracy, and murder has garnered plenty of attention for Christian
Gillette, the young dynamo chairman of
the famous New York private equity firm
Everest Capital. Now the reputation that
he built taking Everest to the top has been
noticed beyond the boardrooms of high
finance by powerful people with potentially devastating agendas. (American)
David FULMER
Rampart Street
352pp Tp $29.95
Valentin St Cyr #3.
Just returned to
New Orleans and
only recently having
solved the case of
the jass murders,
Creole detective St
Cyr is reluctantly
drawn into the
investigation of a
new murder - that of
a
well-to-do
gentleman on seedy Rampart Street. Soon
another society man turns up dead, and
the only potential witness is the man
who’s now keeping Justine, Valentin’s
old girlfriend, as his paramour. As
Valentin probes deeper, the city’s most
powerful leaders pressure him to drop
the investigation. (American) Due Feb
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Francis FYFIELD
Let’s Dance (1995)
288pp Pb $22.95
Isabel Burley returns to her childhood
home to look after her mother who is suffering from Alzheimer’s disease. There
she finds a bemused, angry, charming old
woman, prey to the threats of failing
memory, the inability to run her own
home - and the local villains who are eyeing her isolated home. As the villains
inexorably move in, Isabel finds herself
struggling with another threat from within. (English) Due Feb
Joseph GANNASCOLI
A Meal to Die For
272pp Pb $14.95
Benny Lacoco is a ‘food fence’. If a load of
frozen shrimp falls off a truck or a few
cases of olive oil come into your possession, Benny is the guy to move it for you,
no questions asked. He’s a gourmet cook
who has been summoned to cook a special meal for some of his associates on the
occasion of the big man being sent up the
river. This gives Benny the chance to prepare the meal of his life. (American) Due
Feb
Lisa GARDNER
Hide
320pp Tp $32.95
At the Boston State Mental Hospital, a
multiple grave is discovered - six young
girls left to die in an underground chamber decades ago, while their captor
looked on. When her original name
appears in the paper, wrongly identifying
her as one of the dead girls, Annabelle
finally understands her transitory
upbringing. This was the work of the
monster her father fled from. But the
killer is still on the loose. (American) Due
Feb
David GIBBINS
Crusader Gold
480pp Pb $19.95
The
elusive
Crusader Gold: the
greatest
prize
missing from the
final bloody conflict
of the Crusades.
Nobody
knows
where it is now.
Some
think
it
survived and is
concealed in the
Vatican. Some think
it took an altogether more extraordinary
turn, at the beginning of history itself. Jack
Howard is the only man who can find out,
but the clock is ticking. (English) Due Feb
Christine GOFF
Death Shoots a Birdie
224pp Pb $16.95
When renowned birder Guy Sazby’s
protégé is killed and he becomes the
prime suspect, Rachel Wilder wonders if,
like the painted bunting, Saxby really did
kill another male who was encroaching
upon his turf. (American) Due Mar
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Martha GRIMES
Old Wine Shades
416pp Pb $22.95
Richard Jury Mystery #19. Over three
successive nights, stranger Harry Johnson
sits in the London pub The Old Wine
Shades and tells a story to Scotland Yard
Superintendent Richard Jury about a
good friend of his whose wife and son
(and dog) disappeared one day in Surrey.
They’ve been missing for nine months no trace, no clue, no lead. Except the dog
came back. When Jury investigates, all
seems to be just as Harry described it,
until they find the body… (American)
Charlaine HARRIS
Last Scene Alive (2002)
256pp Pb $16.95
Aurora Teagarden #7. Aurora has never
forgotten her first case: a serial killer who
terrorised suburban Lawrencetown. Now
that story is about to hit the small screen.
Even if she wanted to, Aurora can’t help
getting involved. Her ex, Robin, wrote the
TV movie’s screenplay and her stepson,
Barrett, has a starring role. Then there’s
Celia - the catty actress portraying Roe who also happens to be Robin’s latest
squeeze. But when Celia is murdered and
Barrett is accused, the real-life script takes
a deadly turn.
Shakespeare’s Champion
224pp Pb $16.95
Lily Barc Mystery. When Lily stumbles
upon the well-built corpse of a local body
builder - his neck broken by a barbell - the
town’s underlying racial tension begins to
boil over. The white victim was somehow
connected to two unsolved murders of
black residents of Shakespeare - and a
dogged policeman is determined to stop
the killing.
Sweet and Deadly
304pp Pb $18.95
Catherine Linton has returned to her
hometown of Lowfield, Mississippi,
unconvinced that the death of her parents
in a car crash six months earlier was an
accident. And her suspicions are
confirmed when she stumbles upon the
dead and beaten body of her doctorfather’s long-time nurse. There are secrets
being kept in Lowfield. And the town
where Catherine grew up may be the
same place where she is sent to her
grave... (American) Due Mar
Joan HESS
Malpractice in Maggody
384pp Pb $16.95
Arly Hanks #15. When the beautiful
young receptionist found drowned in the
garden pool is identified as a local girl
from nearby Farberville, it’s clear the case
may not only involve the suspicious characters who have recently moved to town,
but also some of the citizens of Maggody,
who may have a secret or two to hide
themselves. (American)
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David HEWSON
The Lizard’s Bite
474pp Pb $19.95
Nic Costa #4. Things are looking up for
Costa and Peroni – their humiliating exile
in Venice is nearly at an end. So when
they are ordered to investigate an
apparently open-and-shut case, a fire in a
glass foundry that has claimed two lives,
all they want is to wrap it up quickly.
However, as they dig more deeply into
the insular glass-making region of
Murano and the strange Arcangeli family,
things are not so transparent. Due Feb
The Seventh Sacrament
360pp Tp $32.95
Nic Costa #5. Back in Rome after their
dramatic adventures in Venice, Costa,
Peroni and Leo Falcone are rebuilding
their lives. But they team up once again
when faced with the sudden appearance
of fresh bloodstains on a missing young
boy’s T-shirt in a small museum exhibit
displaying supposed evidence of
communication from souls in Purgatory.
Soon they find themselves embroiled in a
mystery involving both the ancient cult of
Mithras and a sinister ossuary, the House
of Bones... (English) Due Feb
Russell HILL
Robbie’s Wife
256pp Pb $16.95
Hard Case Crime. Jack Stone fled Los
Angeles, a failed marriage and a failing
career as a screenwriter to spend six
months
in
the
remote
English
countryside, hammering out the new
script that would put him back on top.
But what he found wasn’t solitude and
peace - it was temptation. Because
Maggie Barlow, the wife of the man
putting him up, had something
irresistible about her. Something that
could drive a man to kill... (American)
David HILTBRAND
Dying to be Famous
224pp Pb $16.95
Jim
McNamara
Mystery.
Private
investigator McNamara has made a name
for himself hunting killers in the world of
rock ‘n roll. Now he’s diving into TV to
discover who slew a young man with a
million-dollar voice. He finds something
rotting beneath the glitz and excitement
of America’s hottest on-screen obsession.
(American) Due Feb
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Lesley HORTON
Hollow Core 304pp Tp $32.95
Detective Inspector Handford #4.
Behind closed doors, every family has its
secrets. The Ingleby family must look to
theirs, when Diane Ingleby is shot after a
family outing. DI John Handford and DS
Kahlid Ali are called in to investigate and
it soon emerges that Diane’s husband is
widely suspected to be the money behind
the local branch of the far-right British
National Party. He’s been on the receiving end of threats before and it seems his
wife might have been caught in the middle. (English) Due Feb
Declan HUGHES
The Wrong Kind of Blood
352pp Pb $18.95
Ed Loy hasn’t been back to Dublin for 20
years, but now his mother is dead so he
returns home to bury her. He soon
realises that the world waiting for him is
very different from the one he left behind.
“Tommy said you found people who
were missing” says Linda Dawson on the
evening of his mother’s funeral. Linda’s
husband has disappeared. She doesn’t
want the police involved. Reluctantly,
Loy agrees to investigate. And suddenly,
among the Georgian houses, Victorian
castles and modern villas of Castlehill,
Loy finds himself thrown into a world of
organised crime, long-hidden secrets,
corruption, violence and murder. (Irish)
Due Mar
Alexa HUNT
Corrupts Absolutely
352pp Pb $16.95
An action-packed thriller about the next
war on terror... First came ‘the Slaughter’.
The Colombian drug cartel launched a
massive attack on American soil,
assassinating thousands of federal judges
and law enforcement officers in an attempt
to stop the crackdown on drugs. Then
came public outrage: Congress created a
new, super-secret agency, the Bureau of
Illegal Substance Control (BISC), whose
operatives short-circuit due process, acting
as judge, jury and executioner for drug
traffickers. When she loses her kid brother
to a drug OD, Leah Berglund is recruited
by BISC, becoming one of their finest
agents and a skilful assassin. For every
guilty verdict, she has a perfect kill record.
Then she is assigned to a special case.
(American) Due Mar
Robert ISLEIB
Deadly Advice
272pp Pb $16.95
Advice Column Mystery. As a clinical
psychologist and author of an online
advice column, Dr Rebecca Butterman is
supposed to help people resolve their
internal conflicts, not stir up her own. But
when her next door neighbour allegedly
commits suicide, Rebecca’s investigative
instincts make it hard to maintain
appropriate boundaries. (American) Due
Mar
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Bill JAMES
Girls
224pp Hb $44.95
For years Ralph Ember and Mansel
Shale have run profitable drugs empires
in peaceful cooperation with each other.
But this happy arrangement is threatened
by foreign dealers moving in and offering
punters not just drugs, but exploited girls
from Eastern Europe. And bloody gang
warfare looms as a scrabble for territory
ensues. (English) Due Feb
Joseph KANON
The Good German (2001)
528pp Pb $24.95
Film Tie-in ed. Jake Geismar, an American
correspondent who spent time in the city
before the war, has returned to write about
the Allied triumph while pursuing a more
personal quest: his search for Lena, the
married woman he left behind. When an
American soldier’s body is found in the
Russian zone during the Potsdam
Conference, Jake stumbles on the lead to a
murder mystery. (American) Due Feb
Jesse KELLERMAN
Trouble
384pp Tp $32.95
Young, idealistic and
overworked, Jonah is
living the lonely life of a
medical student in New
York City when he
accidentally stumbles
across a murder in
progress: a woman,
being stabbed to death
in the middle of the
sidewalk. Without thinking, he rushes in
to protect her, inadvertently killing her
attacker in the process. Thrust into the
media spotlight, crushed by guilt, Jonah
quickly learns that heroism isn’t all it’s
cracked up to be. His nightmare has only
begun and the price of kindness turns out
to be very high indeed. (American) Due
Feb
Christine KLING
Bitter End
256p Pb $16.95
In her acclaimed novels of suspense,
Kling gives readers good reason to believe
that if Travis McGee and Kinsey Millhone
had ever hooked up, their child would
have grown up to be Seychelle Sullivan: a
beautiful, savvy heroine with a knack for
steering her salvage tugboat into South
Florida’s most troubled waters. In
Seychelle’s new caper, she may just be in
over her head when murder and
corruption come bobbing to the surface.
(American)
Bill KNOX
To Kill a Witch (1971)
224pp Hb $44.95
Thane and Moss Mystery. For the Glasgow
police, fishing a corpse out of the Clyde
always spells trouble. But Thane and
Moss’ problems are only beginning when
they discover that their victim was also
the neighbourhood witch... (Scottish) Due
Feb

Michael KORYTA
Sorrow’s Anthem
352pp Pb $16.95
Lincoln Perry and Ed Gradduk were once
friends. Then Perry became a cop,
Gradduk turned dangerous and their
friendship imploded. Now Gradduk is
dead and Perry wants to use his PI licence
to prove that his childhood friend was not
a murderer. For the police, this case is
over. But Perry is making connections to a
wave of arson that struck Cleveland 17
years ago - fires that lit up the dark secrets
of two families, a local powerbroker and
at least one crooked cop. (American) Due
Feb
Jayne Ann KRENTZ
All Night Long
320pp Pb $19.95
After the violent deaths of her parents 17
years ago, Irene Stenson left the tiny lakefront town of Dunsley, Oregon. Now
she’s back, determined to discover the
truth about what happened that night.
Armed with a shocking new lead and her
experience as an investigative reporter,
Irene dives straight into the mystery and
finds herself in deep trouble. (American)
Due Feb
Martin LANGFIELD
Malice Box
356pp Tp $29.95
When Robert Reckliss is sent a copper
puzzle box accompanied by a cryptic
note, he has no idea his life is about to be
transformed. That night, an acquaintance
kills himself; the following day, an old
friend reveals a terrorist threat that
threatens the Western world. And the
responsibility for hunting down this
weapon, this Malice Box, lies with Robert.
The weapon is primed to explode in
seven days and Robert must undergo the
quest in order to track down the keys
vital to prevent detonation. (English) Due
Feb
John LESCROART
The Hunt Club
544pp Pb $22.95
At first, The Hunt Club had a membership
of one - private investigator Wyatt Hunt.
Since then, others have joined with a
common interest in obtaining justice. One
member, inspector Devin Juhle, has just
caught a major case - the shooting of a 63year-old federal judge and his 20something mistress. (American)
Alexander McCALL SMITH
Blue Shoes and Happiness
256pp Pb $22.95
Mma Ramotswe #7. More adventures for
Precious Ramotswe and her fine assistant
Mma Makutsi, including an encounter
with a cobra, a sinister blackmail plot and
a rather tight-fitting pair of blue shoes, as
well as plenty more bush tea and
Botswana skies. (Scottish) Due Feb
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Val McDERMID
Grave Tattoo
560pp Pb $20.00
Torrential rain in
the Lake District has
uncovered a bizarrely
tattooed body on a
hillside. Could it be
linked to centuries-old
rumours that surround
Fletcher
Christian,
mutinous First Mate on
the ill-fated Bounty, a
legendary massacre on
the strange island of Pitcairn, and
Christian’s possible return to England?
Jane Gresham, an expert on Wordsworth,
has a theory that the poet had harboured
the fugitive and turned his tale into an
epic poem - which has since stayed
hidden. But as she follows each lead,
death is hard on her heels. (English) Due
Feb
Cody McFADYEN
Shadow Man
416pp Pb $19.95
FBI agent Smoky Barrett is no
stranger to the darker recesses of the
human mind. But nothing could have
prepared her for the day she had to watch
her husband and daughter die at the
hands of a serial killer. When the job that
has defined her life comes calling once
again with the news that her best friend
from high school has been brutally murdered, she finds herself back in the firing
line, chasing a hidden killer who will stop
at nothing to confront her. (American)
Due Feb
Michael McGARRITY
Nothing But Trouble
384pp Pb $18.95
Kevin Kerney Mystery #10. Santa Fe police
chief Kevin Kerney returns to take a job as
a technical advisor on a contemporary
Western being filmed near the Mexican
border - and becomes embroiled in
circumstances that will change his and his
family’s lives forever. (Mexican)
Hope McINTYRE
How to Seduce a Ghost
448pp Pb $16.95
A young, romantic, but
highly
neurotic
ghostwriter must track
down an arsonist in
the first of an exciting
and
funny
new
mystery series. Writer
Lee
Bartholomew
spends more time
dwelling
on
the
possibility of her own
grisly murder than on solving anyone
else’s. Yet she insists upon living alone in
a gigantic London house, banishing her
boyfriend Tommy, who is eager to marry
her, while she quakes in terror at the
thought of the rampant crime erupting
just at the other side of her front door.
(English)
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Cormac MILLAR
The Grounds 384pp Pb $19.95
Seamus Joyce
#2. King’s College,
Dublin, an ancient
and
thoroughly
mediocre institution,
is in crisis. It is also
Seamus Joyce’s alma
mater. When Seamus
is hired to provide a
consultant’s report
on the university for
a shadowy American
consortium, he doesn’t realise what he’s
in for: a poisonous brew of sexual
intrigue, professional backstabbing,
corruption and murder. (Irish) Due Feb
Linda Lael MILLER
One Last Look
320pp Pb $14.95
Clare Westbrook is a survivor who built
her law practice from sheer determination - and an unexpected inheritance.
Now carrying her lover Tony Sonterra’s
child, she has taken the biggest risk of all:
agreeing to his marriage proposal and
finally burying a lifelong commitment
phobia. So why is fear running through
her veins and haunting her dreams?
(American) Due Feb
Barbara NADEL
After the Mourning
320pp Pb $19.95
Francis Hancock #2.
It is October 1940
and
undertaker
Francis Hancock is
called
out
to
Epping Forest to
attend
to
the
corpse of a young
gypsy girl who has
died suddenly. At
the wake, a gypsy
named Lily claims
to see a vision of
the ‘Blessed Virgin’. Meanwhile the
Military Police are looking for a German
gypsy who they believe is a Nazi spy.
Then Lily is found stabbed through the
chest. Could it be a crime of passion or
cold-blooded murder? Due Feb
A Passion for Killing
320pp Tp $32.95
Cetin Ikmen #9. A serial killer is stalking
the streets of Istanbul. A man is found
dead in a hotel room, a single stab wound
in his heart. Meanwhile a young carpet
dealer, on the brink of a huge sale, is
found dead in the mangled remains of his
Jeep. The carpet he wanted to sell used to
belong to Lawrence of Arabia. Inspector
Cetin Ikmen finds out that just as the
carpet’s rich history is stained by
bloodshed, so the young man hides a
sinister and deadly secret. (English) Due
Feb
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Carla NEGGERS
The Widow 336pp Pb $14.95
Four
days
after
Abigail
Browning’s wedding, her life changed
unimaginably - her husband was shot,
meeting his death along the Rocky Mount
Desert Island coast. Was it a random act
of violence, or could someone have
wanted Christopher dead? That’s the
question that has haunted Abigail, now a
homicide detective, for the past seven
years. Determined to find her husband’s
killer, she returns to the foggy Maine
Island after receiving an anonymous tip.
Is it just another false lead or can she
finally prove that Chris was murdered?
(American)
Saskia NOORT
The Dinner Club 256pp Tp $29.95
On a cold winter’s night, an elegant villa goes up in
flames.
Evert
Struyck,
happily
married, father of
two and successful
businessman, dies in
the fire. His wife,
Babette, and the children manage to
escape. Babette is
part of a group of women known as ‘the
dinner club’ who meet regularly and
whose husbands do business together.
Within weeks, another member of the
club dies and Karen starts to put the
pieces together. White-collar crime, fraud
and adultery are the putrefying glue that
has kept the dinner club together. But not
for much longer. (Dutch) Due Feb
Kevin O’BRIEN
Killing Spree
448pp Pb $16.95
Years ago, the
Seattle
police
were baffled by the
Schoolgirl Murders.
No woman in Seattle
felt safe, until they
caught the man
responsible, and the
case was forgotten.
Now, across the
country, a killing
spree is taking place.
The murders are so bizarre, so random,
no one would think to connect them.
Only Gillian McBride sees the disturbing
coincidences between all the murders and it’s hitting too close to home.
(American)
Diana O’HEHIR
Murder Never Forgets
304pp Pb $16.95
Suspicious events at an assisted living
facility-and her father’s ramblings about a
dead woman on a nearby beach lead
Carla Day into a shadowy mystery, and
into the deep recesses of the brilliant old
man’s memory. (American)
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James PATTERSON
& Michael LEDWIDGE
Step on a Crack
320pp Tp $32.95
The rich and famous from all over
America and beyond have arrived to
honour a former First Lady after her
sudden, unexpected death. Then follows
an attack that was three years in the
planning. Hostages are taken - the exPresident among them – and ransoms
demanded. It’s all brilliantly and
chillingly co-ordinated and Michael
Bennett, the detective in charge of the
case, knows it will be his biggest ever
challenge. (American) Due Feb
Richard North PATTERSON
Exile
684pp Tp $32.95
David Wolfe’s life is approaching
an exhilarating peak. A successful San
Francisco lawyer, he is about to get married and has been primed for a run for
Congress. Then the Prime Minister of
Israel is assassinated by a suicide bomber
and David’s former lover Hana is accused
of being the mastermind. David must
make an agonising decision: will he, a
Jew, represent Hana, who may well be
guilty, or will he turn away a woman he
can never forget? (American) Due Feb
Joanne PENCE
The Da Vinci Cook
368pp Pb $16.95
Angie Amalfi Mystery. In the 14th
delightful culinary mystery from Joanne
Pence, loveable amateur sleuth and
dilettante chef, Angie Amalfi, heads to
Rome to help her sister clear her name in
a complex murder investigation.
(American) Due Mar
Louise PENNY
Dead Cold
320pp Tp $32.95
Chief Inspector Armand Gamache #2.
The falling snow brings a hush to Three
Pines, until a scream pierces the air. A
spectator at the annual Boxing Day curling match has been fatally electrocuted.
Heading the investigation, Gamache
unravels the dead woman’s past and discovers a history of secrets and enemies.
But Gamache has enemies of his own. As
a bitter wind blows into the village, something even more chilling is sneaking up
behind him! (Canadian) Due Feb
Lewis PERDUE
Perfect Killer 400pp Pb $18.95
For over 70 years, Project Enduring
Valour has sought the Holy Grail of combat medicine: a drug that would turn
ordinary soldiers into ruthlessly efficient
killers. Now, after decades of secret trial
and error, Enduring Valour is ready to be
implemented on a massive scale, despite
devastating side-effects. (American) Due
Feb
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Lincoln PRESTON
Dance of Death 416pp Pb $20.00
Pendergast #6. The people closest to
Agent Pendergast are being murdered and
only one man can be responsible:
Pendergast’s brilliant, depraved criminal
brother, Diogenes. But Diogenes has been
dead for a number of years... (American)
Due Feb
Patrick QUINLAN
Smoked
416pp Pb $19.95
Smoke Dugan has made a living from
making bombs for organised crime. But
when one of his bombs is used to take
down a plane with innocent women and
children on board, he takes his revenge
by killing his criminal boss, taking money
and going on the run. Now, a year later,
Smoke is hiding out in Portland, Oregon.
He knows it is only a matter of time
before the organisation catches up with
him. And they do... (American) Due Feb
James ROLLINS
Black Order
448pp Tp $32.95
Sigma Force #3.
From the frozen peaks
of the Himalayas to the
diamond fields of the
Congo,
from
the
subterranean labs of a
lost era to the halls of
the
Smithsonian,
Sigma Force will face
its
most
cunning
adversaries and its
most dire threat to unravel our most
perplexing scientific mystery - the origins
of life - a secret locked within cryptic
runes. For any hope of success, former US
Navy SEAL Painter Crowe, head of the
counterespionage team, must make a pact
like no other: to align Sigma Force with an
old enemy. (American) Due Feb
Joann ROSS
No Safe Place 400pp Pb $18.95
Chicago homicide detective Kate
Delaney fiercely defends victims. Which is
why - despite death threats – she is
testifying to a federal grand jury about
local police corruption. It’s also why she is
infuriated by the New Orleans police
department’s blasé attitude toward her
estranged sister’s death. But pursuing an
investigation in a strange city means
allying with someone who knows the
territory, with a total disregard for the
rules. As an ex-cop from a police family,
New Orleans PI Nick Broussard knows
that cops live by their own code. You don’t
rat out a fellow officer. The last thing he
needs is some smart-mouthed, by-thebook outsider unknowingly injecting
herself into his undercover search for the
truth. Nick and Kate’s chase pits them
against the criminal underworld of the
sultry southern city, and as they peel away
layers of deadly deception, they discover a
dark secret too many are willing to kill to
keep. (American) Due Mar

Jonathan SANTLOFER
The Killing Art
397pp Pb $17.00
Kate McKinnon’s life was decimated
when she helped the NYPD apprehend a
killer. Now, as the former cop, socialite
and art historian is recovering from the
nightmare, the police need her more than
ever, because no one can get to the root of
a vandal’s obsession faster, or decipher
the artful clues he is leaving behind. And
because the slasher’s criminal adventures
have suddenly taken a bloody, horrific
turn: he’s not only savaging great works
of art - he’s started slaughtering their
owners and admirers as well. (American)
Due Feb
Michele SCOTT
Saddled with Trouble
272pp Pb $16.95
First Horse Lovers Mystery. A series of a
different colour: the first Horse Lover’s
mystery. Quarter horse trainer Michaela
Bancroft’s husband is divorcing her for a
22-year-old beauty. Stunned, Michaela is
trying to rein in her life when she finds
her Uncle Lou murdered. And when she’s
nearly run off the road, she suspects she’s
on the fast track to being the next victim.
Silenced by Syrah
256pp Pb $16.95
Wine Lover’s Mystery #3. When a famous
chef doesn’t return to his kitchen after a
relaxing Syrah bath splash, vineyard
manager Nikki Sands figures the bubbles
must have gone to his head. But instead
of bubbles, it was a bullet. (American)
Due Mar
Sharon SHORT
Murder Unfolds
272pp Pb $16.95
Toadfern Mystery #5. In this new StainBusting adventure, Josie and her two best
pals, Sally and Cherry, take a road trip to
Port Clinton, Ohio for the New Year’s Eve
Great Walleye Drop. The chick trip starts
out as a celebration of both Josie’s 30th
birthday and New Year’s Eve, but turns
into a murder mystery romp as Josie and
her pals investigate the alleged murder of
Mrs. Oglevee – the long-dead junior high
teacher who ‘haunts’ Josie’s dreams in
past novels. Naturally, further murder
and mayhem ensue, and Josie and her
pals pull off a caper (involving an Elvis
impersonator, fuzzy faux leopard boots,
and a very big fish), to investigate.
(American) Due Mar
Joshua SPANOGLE
Isolation Ward
544pp Pb $16.95
Straight out of today’s hospitals and labs
– and tomorrow’s headlines – comes a
frightening, scalpel-sharp thriller from a
medical insider. An all-too-real race
against time, a young doctor enters the
dark side of scientific research, desperate
to stop a terrifying epidemic before it is
too late… (American) Due Feb
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Patricia SPRINKLE
Death on the Family Tree
368pp Pb $16.95
Family Tree Mystery #1. With grown-up
kids and a husband always on the road,
Katharine Murray’s nest would be empty
if it weren’t for her Aunt Lucy - until the
elderly woman dies. Now Katharine’s
saddled with her Aunt’s worldly
belongings - mostly knickknacks destined
for the dumpster. But there’s a priceless
Celtic necklace among the dross - and a
diary written in German, neither of which
Katharine’s ever seen before. (American)
Dana STABENBOW (Ed)
Powers of Detection
304pp Pb $18.95
Stories of Mystery and Fantasy. Mystery
and fantasy meet in this one-of-a-kind
collection of all-new stories from some of
the biggest names in mystery and fantasy,
including Anne Perry, Charlaine Harris,
Simon R Green, and Sharon Shinn.
(various)
Leann SWEENEY
Shoot from the Lip
288pp Pb $16.95
Yellow Rose Mystery #4. The thought of
working with a hot-shot producer and
her TV crew is about as appealing to
Abby as sticking her hand in a bucket of
leeches. But Reality Check is a program
that claims to turn American dreams into
the real thing, and Abby figures that if
anyone deserves that kind of bonanza, it’s
Emma Lopez, who has been raising her
three younger siblings since her mother
disappeared. Abby is determined to help
Emma realise her dream of a reunion even when it becomes clear that someone
out there doesn’t believe in happy
endings. (American)
Jim THOMPSON
Savage Night (1953)
160pp Pb $22.95
Under the guise of a college student, Carl
Bigelow moves into a small town and into
the life of Jake Winroy, a one-time crook
who now plans to testify against an
organized crime figure. (American) Due
Feb
Charles TODD
A Long Shadow
368pp Pb $16.95
Inspector Ian Rutledge
#8. In 1919, Scotland
Yard
Inspector
Rutledge finds himself
the target of a mysterious person who is
relentless in their quest
to hunt him down and
who is leaving oddly
engraved cartridge casings around that seem
to point to unfinished business involving
the Great War. (American) Due Feb
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Randy WHITE
Dark Light
352pp Pb $18.95
Doc Ford Mystery. A
Category
Four
hurricane has swept
the west coast of
Florida, creating havoc,
changing lives and
reshaping the ocean
bottom. Well-known
reefs and wrecks have
been covered up and
new
ones
have
emerged. The old
woman who visits Doc Ford’s lab late one
night tells a haunting story of a loved one
lost while rendezvousing with a German
submarine off the coast of Florida 60
years earlier, of her belief that he was
being blackmailed and that the storm has
given her a second chance to prove his
innocence by uncovering the wreck of his
boat - and the truth - if only Ford would
look for it. Intrigued, Ford agrees, and
sets in motion a devastating chain of
events. (American) Due Mar
Simon WOOD
Accidents Waiting to Happen
384pp Pb $18.95
Criminals aren’t the only ones with prices
on their heads. Everyone is worth more
dead than alive. Josh Michaels discovers
that he’s simply a dollar figure when his
car is forced into the Sacramento River.
The person who caused the accident
doesn’t help, but instead flashes him a
‘thumbs down’ gesture. Josh survives,
but the accidents don’t stop. Every time
he dodges one, someone close to him
dies. And Josh isn’t alone. Other people
are dying in bizarre accidents all over the
US, and none of them hold up as an
accident under intense scrutiny. Josh’s
accidents unearth old skeletons. His
blackmailing
ex-mistress
returns,
demanding another pound of flesh. She
threatens to expose the kickback he took
to pay for his daughter’s medical bills if
she doesn’t get paid. In a desperate race
to keep his crime a secret, rid himself of
his blackmailer and hold onto his
marriage, he must discover why there is a
target on his back. (American)
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CRIME
AUDIO
Agatha CHRISTIE
Agatha Christie Reader Vol 7:
House of Dreams and Other Stories
Book & CD $35.00
Includes: The House of Dreams read by Isla
Blair; The Gate of Baghdad read by Hugh
Fraser; The Thumbmark of St Peter read by
Joan Hickson and How Does Your Garden
Grow? read by David Suchet.
Spider’s Web
5 CDs $40.00
The complete and unabridged edition of
the final Agatha Christie play
novelisation. Narrated by Hugh Fraser.
(English)
Patricia CORNWELL
Body of Evidence
2 CDs $39.95
Kay Scarpetta #2. A reclusive writer is
dead and her final manuscript has
disappeared. Someone is stalking Beryl
Madison. Someone who spies on her and
makes threatening, obscene phone calls.
(American) Due Feb
Postmortem
2 CDs $39.95
Kay Scarpetta #1. A
serial killer is on the
loose in Richmond,
Virginia. Three women
have died, brutalised
and strangled in their
own bedroom. There is
no pattern: the killer
appears to strike at
random… (American) Due Feb
Frances DURBRIDGE
Paul Temple and the Sullivan Mystery
4 CDS $39.95
In a thrilling case that takes Paul and
Steve to exotic Egypt, Paul Temple is
called to investigate a mysterious
murder. The twisting trail takes them
from London to the back streets and
nightclubs of Cairo... Brought into the
21st century, this is a brand new 8-part
recording of a lost archive Paul Temple
mystery, starring Crawford Logan and
Gerda Stevenson. (English) Due Feb
Thomas HARRIS
Hannibal Rising
6 CDs $45.00
The evolution
of Hannibal
Lecter
is
revealed.
A
y o u n g
Hannibal
emerges from
the nightmare
of the Eastern
Front, a boy in the snow, mute with a
chain around his neck. He seems utterly
alone, but he has brought his demons
with him. (American) Due Feb
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Lynda LA PLANTE
Above Suspicion
5 CDs $39.95
Young Anna Travis has been assigned to
her first murder case - a series of killings
that has shocked even the most hardened
of detectives. Determined to earn the
respect of her male colleagues, Anna
stumbles on a vital piece of information
which links one man to the killings - with
a high price if she’s wrong. (English) Due
Feb
Ellis PETERS
The Devil’s Novice
2 CDs $35.00
A Brother Cadfael Mystery. In the autumn
of 1140, the Benedictine monastery at
Shrewsbury finds its new novice Meriet
Aspley a disturbing presence. Meek and
biddable by day, his sleep is torn by
nightmares so violent as to earn him the
nickname of ‘Devil’s Novice’. Can Meriet
be involved in the nearby disappearance
of a superior prelate? Read by Derek
Jacobi. Due Feb
The Rose Rent
2 CDs $35.00
A Brother Cadfael Mystery. The only rent of
a house in the Monk’s Foregate on the
Abbey of Shrewsbury is a single white
rose, to be delivered annually. But it
seems someone will stop at nothing to
prevent payment of the rose, and in the
summer of 1142 the rose bush is violently
hacked down. Lying beside it, the body of
a murdered man is discovered. Read by
Derek Jacobi. (English) Due Feb

HISTORICAL
CRIME
Margaret FRAZER
The Sempster’s Tale
352pp Pb $18.95
Dame Frevisse #15. The latest medieval
mystery in Frazer’s acclaimed series finds
Dame Frevisse on a mission in London to
recover gold from the coffers of the
murdered Duke of Suffolk. (American)
Clio GRAY
Guardians of the Key
400pp Pb $19.95
Napoleon
and
his
armies are at the gate of
the ancient walled city
of Lucca, Italy. In one
last desperate attempt
to preserve their proud
heritage, the Lucchese
Council despatch a
secret message to their
compatriots in England.
Unknown to them, ruthless conspirators
have got there first. Witness to a
gruesome death is Mabel Flinchurst.
When her good friend is kidnapped,
Mabel is caught up in a conspiracy
beyond her understanding. She has no
idea that the fate of a small Italian city lies
in her hands and that she - and now
anyone connected to her - is in mortal
danger... (English) Due Feb
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Susanna GREGORY
Blood on the Strand 464pp Hb $59.95
Chaloner’s Second Exploit in Restoration
London. Rebellion is in the air of London
in the spring of 1663. Thomas Chaloner,
spy for the King’s intelligence service, has
just returned from thwarting a planned
revolt in Dublin, but soon realises that
England’s capital is no haven of peace. He
is ordered to investigate the shooting of a
beggar during a royal procession and
soon learns the man is no vagrant, but
someone with links to the powerful
Company of Barber-Surgeons. (English)
Special Order Only
James McGEE
Resurrectionist
400pp Tp $30.00
Bow Street Runner
Matthew Hawkwood
brings his own form of
justice to the salons
and slums of Regency
London
in
the
gripping sequel to
Ratcatcher
(Pb
$19.95). Death was
their business but one
grave robber was
about to come closer to his trade than he
would have wished. His violent murder
brings the gruesome living of the city’s
band of body snatchers to the attention of
Matthew Hawkwood, a man whose past
is as dark as his quarry’s. A new term at
London’s anatomy schools has brought
demand for fresh corpses, a situation that
threatens to spiral into violence. (English)
Due Feb
I J PARKER
Black Arrow
356pp Tp $29.95
Sugawara Akitada #3. In ancient Japan, a
cold and hostile land, Sugawara Akitada
assumes his new post as provisional
governor of Echigo, a province notorious
for its hostility to outsiders. But the snow
that threatens to completely isolate the
region is the least of his problems, which
include a local uprising, a series of brutal
murders, and a mystery that is as old as
the frozen hills and a lot more dangerous.
(American)

CRIME
NON-FICTION
Jared CADE
Agatha Christie and the Eleven
Missing Days
258pp Pb $29.95
In 1926, Agatha Christie vanished mysteriously from her home in England. She was
found 11 days later in a hotel, claiming
amnesia. Until now, no one knew what
happened during the first 24 hours of her
disappearance or if her amnesia was genuine. This second revised edition of this
riveting book has the answers, with startling accounts by her relatives that reveal
why she staged the disappearance and
how it went terribly wrong. (English)
ABBEY’S BOOKSHOP

Stephen COHLE
Cause of Death: Forensic Files of a
Medical Examiner 300pp Hb $53.95
Written from an
insider’s view, this
book
puts
the
reader behind Dr
Cohle’s
shoulder
while he examines
victims. The cases
range from exotic
murder mysteries
ripe for a CSI
episode to everyday
casualties of heart
attacks and car accidents. Every victim,
though, has a story to tell. (American)
Due Feb
Jennifer COOKE & Sandra HARVEY
Done Like a Dinner
Tp $27.95
Some of Australia’s most bizarre crimes
had their genesis over a seemingly
innocent meal in a city restaurant. This is
a collection of the best known, written by
two of Australia’s leading crime
reporters. Colourful racing identities,
prominent Sydney businessmen, the
Melbourne Mafia - they’re all here.
(Australian) Due Feb
Ken ENGLADE
Hot Blood
368pp Pb $14.95
Helen Branch left
behind a huge
fortune. A coalminer’s daughter,
she was a beautiful
hat-check girl who
snagged
a
millionaire, only to
become
an
eccentric,
petloving widow who
disappeared
without a trace.
Suspects included
an admitted swindler who spent years
persuading rich women to invest in dud
horses, a champion rider and an Olympic
hopeful,
each
with
dangerous
connections to wealthy horsemen and
with cold-blooded schemes to achieve
their mission. (American) Due Feb
Glenn HASTINGS & Richard MARCUS
Identity Theft, Inc.: A Wild Ride with
the World’s #1 Identity Thief
240pp Tp $29.95
This is the first book on the subject from
the inside, told by someone who has
assumed hundreds of identities. Not only
does the author reveal how ID theft is
done – Hastings is an ‘acquired’ name he recounts unbelievable true stories
about impersonations that led to riches.
At the same time, he tells how to protect
yourself from the gangs of ID thieves that
thrive in the real and virtual worlds. The
author has never been caught and has
now retired. (American)
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Jim HUANG & Austin LUGAR
Mystery Muses: 100 Classics that
Inspire Today’s Mystery Writers
224pp Tp $32.95
100 published mystery writers were
asked “Did a mystery set you on your
path to being a writer? Is there a classic
mystery that remains important to you
today?” So began this series of essays
about inspiring mysteries written by
authors from Poe to Dennis Lehane.
(American)
Brian INNES
Serial Killers:
The Stories of History’s Most Evil
Wrongdoers
208pp Tp $34.95
Although
the
phenomenon has
probably existed
throughout human
history, it is only
the advancement of
modern
police
detection methods
and psychological
profiling,
as
e x p l a i n e d
throughout
this
book, that have identified the deadly
category now known as serial killers.
From Jack the Ripper to Ted Bundy and
Jeffrey Dahmer, the whole era of the serial
killer is unveiled here. (English) Due Feb
Erik LARSON
Thunderstruck
480pp Tp $35.00
In 1910, Edwardian England was scandalised by a murder: a mild-mannered
American named Hawley Crippen killed
his wife and buried her remains in the cellar of their North London home. He then
went on the run with his young mistress.
The international hunt for Crippen climaxed in a trans-Atlantic chase between
two ocean liners. The chase itself was
novel, but what captured the imagination
of the public was the role played by a new
and little understood technology: the
wireless, invented by Guglielmo Marconi.
(American)
Linda O’NEAL et al
The Missing Girls: A Shocking True
Story of Abduction and Murder
384pp Pb $16.95
Ashley Pond was only 12 when she vanished from a school bus stop in a town
south of Portland, Oregon. As a shocked
community came together and police
began a frantic search, another tragedy
was just about to take place. Miranda
Gaddis was Ashley’s best friend. Just two
months after Ashley’s disappearance,
Miranda was on her way to school when
she, too, was abducted. Nobody knew the
scandalous, unspeakable secret that the
two girls shared... except for one man,
who lived just one block away.
(American)
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Ellis REISINGER
Master Detective: The Life and Crimes of Ellis Parker,
America’s Real-Life Sherlock Holmes
320pp Hb $39.95
Ellis Parker, a detective known the world over in the early
1900s as ‘the American Sherlock Holmes’, was a profiler
before the word was ever coined. This book provides a
complete picture of the man and the circumstances
surrounding his tragic fall. (American)

Carlton SMITH
Dying for Daddy
272pp Pb $14.95
Hearts went out to Jack Barron when his wife Irene died
mysteriously in her sleep. Soon after, when his two young
children were also found dead in their beds, suspicions were
aroused. Then, when his 52-year-old mother died, also of
asphyxiation in her sleep, the four deaths seemed too
coincidental to ignore. (American) Due Feb

Patricia SPRINGER
And Never See Her Again
300pp Pb $16.95
On 26 March 1999 in Saginaw, Texas, 6-year-old Opal Jennings was playing with
two other children in her grandmother’s yard when a black car drove up. A man
got out and snatched Opal, whisking her away in his vehicle. In December 2003,
proof of her fate was finally discovered... (American)
Rachael WEAVER
The Criminal of the Century
360pp Tp $29.95
This covers the life of Frederick Deeming who, at the end of the 19th century,
became the most notorious criminal in Australia. Executed for the murder of his
wife Emily (whose naked body was discovered with a fractured skull and cut
throat under the hearthstone of their rented house), it was later discovered that
he had also murdered his first wife and their four young children in England.
This fascinating tale casts light on the attitudes of the Australian public and
media of the time. (Australian)
John WILLIAMS
Back to the Badlands: Crime Writing in the USA
320pp Pb $24.95
As Williams crosses America, he finds himself in a profoundly uneasy country. Whether their territory is inner-city DC
(like George Pelecanos) or the rural white poverty of the
Ozark Hills (like Daniel Woodrell), the best crime writers
today are sending despatches from the edge. Williams brings
their visions together to construct a powerful, personal portrait of the US today. This book also contains interviews with
many writers, such as Elmore Leonard, Sara Paretsky and ‘the
Jameses’: Lee Burke, Ellroy and Crumley. (Welsh)
Crime Chronicle is compiled and edited
by Peter Milne and Ann Leahy

